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LO: To understand the links between social class and crime.

‐What are 'white collar', 'blue collar' and 'corporate' crime?
‐How do sociologists explain crime differences between classes?
‐Why is it difficult to understand and explain class and crime?

What do sociological 
theorists suggest?

Paper 1 Paper 2 Paper 3
EDUCATION HEALTH & BELIEFS CRIME

LQs:

TITLE: Class and Crime.

3 things you know 
already about class 
and crime.

Trends in crimeKeywords

Sutherland (1940) differentiated crimes by who they were 
committed by. White‐collar crime was different to what is 
now called 'blue collar crime' and both Sutherland and 
Marxists were concerned that only the blue collar crimes are 
focussed on by sociologists and law‐enforcement agencies alike. 

White collar crime
Key word Definition

According to Sutherland: 
'crime committed by a 
person of respectability 
and high social status in 
the course of his 
occupation'

Key word Definition

Crimes committed by the 
working class.

Blue collar crime
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Nelken (2002) ‐ the debate about corporate 
crime is as much about the biases of sociologists 
about what conduct is morally wrong as it is about 
breaking the law.

Corporate crime:
Key word Definition

Crimes committed by 
companies against 
employees or the public.

Corporate Crime

One of the problems is that when 
talking about corporate crime we're 
not usually talking about breaking 
the law, but rather harmful actions 
taken by companies that may break 
supervisory codes and rules of the 
company (e.g. health and safety)

Pearce & Tombs (1998) ‐ corporate crime (as 
immoral and harmful acts committed by 
companies) should be extended to the 
manufacture of cigarettes and alcohol. 

Should 
sociologists look 
to study 'bad' 
actions by 
companies that 
are beyond the 
domain of 
traditional 
criminology?

Gerry Mars (1985 ) ‐Cheats at work

• White collar workers don’t always see their activities as criminal 
• but as ‘perks’.
• Played down because ‘everyone does it’.
• Fiddling is largely under‐reported which masks crime statistics.

What are the possible reasons for not reporting?

According to Carson (71):
• No clear individual victim
• Society suffers not the firm
• Firms don’t want the publicity
• Often dealt with by the company
• Disciplined, demoted or sacked
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Other reasons white collar crime is not represented as much in official statistics:

Clarke: offences are 
hard to detect.

If it benefits both parties 
involved such as 
corruption scandals then 
it will be hard to discover‐ 
unless somebody whistle 
blows.

Victims may be reluctant to 
come forward for example in 
the case of being gullible and 
investing your money over the 
phone

Lots of corporate crime is given 
institutional protection‐ dealt with 
'in‐house' so that consumers aren't 
put off banks/companies.

Even if reported less likelihood of 
conviction than working class crimes. Lots 
of juries hold the stereotype that working 
class people commit majority of crime.

Examples of corporate crime: Slapper and Tombs:

Read the 6 different types of corporate crime.

Can you come up with any of your own examples?
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Marxism
The working class are no more criminals than anyone else, however the law protects 
the bourgeoisie so the working class become easier to criminalise. The working class 
get harsher punishments compared with those who commit white collar crimes. 

Blue collar crime
Crimes committed by manual factory workers (working class), these are street 
crimes like theft which are in public view.

White collar crime
Crimes committed by office workers (middle/upper class) like fraud, these are often hidden from public view.

Corporate crime
Very difficult to prosecute due to problems of who is responsible and who is a victim. Much  Corporate crime is not 
dealt with criminally but administratively by external agencies like the EPA (Environmental Protection Agency) and 
the Trading Standards Agency.  Only serious cases go to court. 

Case study – Guinness affair
False claims of success led to high share prices and company directors making millions.  Gerald Ronson received 
a one year sentence in Ford (open prison) and was released on parole after serving about 6 months. He is still a 
successful businessman and one of Britain's 100 richest people.   

Explanations of social class differences in crime
Different sociological perspectives we have studied all have something to 
say about why the working class commit more crime.

Are these accounts convincing? What 
common critiques could we level (in a 
PERC para!)

Merton ‐ the working class 
commit crime as innovation 
to achieve success, possibly 
because of educational 
failure

Subcultural theorists argue 
that the working class are more 
likely to join deviant subcultures 
such as gangs, and therefore 
commit criminal and deviant acts.

Environmental theorists explain 
crime rates in working class areas as 
due to explanations such as zones of 
transition and differential association 
as well as labelling of those areas.

Right/New Right theorists 
argue working class crime can be 
explained by family breakdown 
in the working class and rational 
choice theory.
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Explanations of social class differences in crime:

Is 'blaming the statistics' a 
sufficient explanation of 
working class crime? If not, 
what do we do?

Social Action Theorists ‐ young 
and working class people are more 
likely to be labelled by society and 
the police, leads to self‐fulfilling 
prophecy (e.g. Chambliss)

Other theories and theorists oppose this idea, and argue that 
patterns of class and crime can be explained in other ways.

Traditional Marxists ‐ working 
class are no more criminal than 
anyone else; white‐collar and 
corporate crime are concealed by 
the bourgeoisie

Left realists/neo marxists ‐ 
there are a range of factors leading 
to certain crimes being committed 
by certain groups over others, but 
all classes and ages commit crimes.

Explanations for white collar and corporate 
crime:

Read the information
 and be
ready to 
discuss it as a class after:
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CASE STUDY: London Riots 2011 TASK:
Watch the clips and then read the 
article. 

What content here might support or 
oppose the idea that there is a link 
between class and crime?

Annotate and highlight relevant 
evidence and examples.

Sociological perspectives on the London riots

FUNCTIONALIST MARXIST
Match the views below 
to the perspective they 
most likely belong to

The inability of parents to educate 
their children correctly in 
socially accepted ways is 
responsible 

Children that have grown 
up in broken homes where 
arguing is part everyday 
life. 

Riots were a product of an 
“out of control consumerist 
ethos” 

Rioters were revolting 
against the rich capitalists 
who own a large 
percentage of material  
possessions 

The rioting reflects a deeply 
flawed economic and social 
ethos

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=02jGQpzFCj8&safe=active
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-15434985
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What 5 key points would we make?

Think ‐ Pair ‐ Share
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7 minute 
summary

However, it is difficult to get a 
clear picture of class and crime 
because...

The different types of crime are...

Sociologists argue that crime differs between 
classes because of factors like...

... argue that working class criminals commit 
crime because..

LO: To understand the links between social class and crime

LO: To understand the links between social class and crime.

‐What are 'white collar', 'blue collar' and 'corporate' 
crime?
‐How do sociologists explain crime differences between 
classes?
‐Why is it difficult to understand and explain class and 
crime?

Paper 1 Paper 2 Paper 3
EDUCATION HEALTH & BELIEFS CRIME

LQs:

Trends in crimeKeywords



Attachments

L1.6 moral panic article.docx


‘Jihadi John’: the making of a moral panic

‘JIHADI JOHN: I’LL BEHEAD 20 MORE’, Daily Star, 22nd August 2014

‘250 JIHADIS BACK IN BRITAIN’, Daily Mirror, 28th August 2014

‘CLIMATE OF FEAR! THERESA MAY RAISES UK TERROR THREAT LEVEL TO SEVERE’, Independent, 30th August 2014

‘BRITAIN’S BATTLE TO BEAT TERROR! 40 PLOTS SMASHED, 753 ARRESTS BUT MAY WARNS THREAT IS NEVER GREATER’, Sun, 25th November 2014

Stanley Cohen, in his seminal study Folk Devils and Moral Panics (1964), says that societies ‘appear to be subject, every now and then, to periods of moral panic’.

‘A condition, episode, person or group of persons emerge to become defined as a threat to societal values and interests; its nature is presented in a stylised and stereotypical fashion by the mass media; the moral barricades are manned by editors, bishops, politicians and other right thinking people; socially accredited experts pronounce their diagnoses and solutions; ways of coping are evolved.’
Stanley Cohen

Since Cohen’s study in 1964, many such ‘folk devils’ and moral panics have been identified.

In the contemporary climate, the ‘moral panic’ has been identified as Islamic fundamentalists – radicalised Muslim youth and the ‘home-grown’ terrorist. Building on Cohen’s assertion – and in the British context – one such moral panic is the fear of the increased threat of violence on British streets emanating from the identified modern ‘folk devils’ – the returning British born jihadist.

Jihadi John
This has been exacerbated by the wave of Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) executions of Western hostages by beheading over the last year, sending shockwaves throughout the world. The fact that those Western hostages executed were innocent people, going about their work in either delivering aid or simply reporting to the world the unfolding tragedy in that region, compounded the sense of revulsion and moral outrage as well as raising the uncomfortable question as to how to confront this new and seemingly invincible ‘force of evil’.

The fact that the US and UK intelligence community identified the chief executioner as a British subject – known in the media as ‘Jihadi John’ – sent further shock waves throughout the West especially in the UK. The response from the politicians in Westminster and the British media was as predictable – as was the shock and horror that a British born citizen could commit such atrocities.

The subsequent blanket broadcast media coverage that followed each of the executions was equalled by the British press – as the headlines above indicate. Collectively, it could be argued at that time, the British media succeeded in stimulating a new moral panic to which the Westminster coalition government had to respond.

The new moral panic lay not so much in the rise of ISIS, but rather the realisation that young British Muslims had joined their ranks, and that they were prepared to share with the social media savvy and other politically disillusioned young Muslim people in the UK the results of their ‘work’.

Part of this moral panic derived from the fact that the increased, and some might say draconian, measures put in place in the aftermath of the London bombings and Glasgow Airport attack in 2007, appeared to be ineffectual. Measures such as increased surveillance of young Muslims, increased stop and search in particular communities and the implementation of anti and de-radicalisation projects including the PREVENT strategy, whilst designed to keep the UK safe from terrorism appeared to only add to the radicalisation process for a minority of young ‘hard to reach’, disillusioned and alienated young Muslims.

The ability to access ISIS propaganda, via the social media, the relative ease by which many could travel to Syria to ‘enlist’ in their cause also served to heighten the sense of moral panic in the UK.

The enemy within
It was also recognised, especially in the wake of the Charlie Hebdo attacks in Paris and the stand-off in Belgium days later in January 2015, that this was now a Europe wide threat.

After being associated with the execution of US and UK citizens ‘Jihadi John’ hit the headlines with chilling messages – ‘I’m back and I’ll kill a Brit’ (Daily Mirror, 3rd September 2014); ‘A Briton will be next’ (Daily Mail, 3rd September 2014); ‘You’re next, Briton told’ (The Times, 3rd September 2014)) The media headlines relating to ‘Jihadi John’ added to the calls for tighter security, community surveillance and new legislation which resulted in David Cameron telling MPs:

However, and again, according to the Guardian, this ‘clear statement of intent was not backed by any proposals to match the rhetoric’.



ANSWER THE QUESTIONS IN YOUR BOOK:

1) Give an example of two headlines that might have caused a ‘moral panic’ about terrorism

2) In your own words and using Cohen’s ideas, what is a ‘moral panic’?

3) How have fears about Jihadi John been made more serious through the way the media have written about him?

4) Why did the Guardian argue that fears about Jihadi John coming back to the UK are overblown or unnecessary?

STRETCH:

· In your view, is the moral panic about terrorism in the UK justified or not?

· What impacts do you think this moral panic might have on the lives, norms and views of British people?
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